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with the lenovo v460, you can watch hd video and play aaa games. the v460 features a backlit keyboard,
a 720p hd screen and a 10-point multi-touch trackpad. you also get an hdmi port and a usb 3.0 port.

nvidia deep learning inference engine delivers the latest ai capabilities in a very thin form factor.
equipped with an nvidia rtx a5500 or rtx 3080 ti laptop gpu and professional-grade hp dreamcolor

displays, the hp zbook studio g9 offers optimal performance for multitasking, rendering 3d models and
using powerful creative tools. hp also announced the hp envy 16, fitted with a geforce rtx 3060. with a

beautiful design and extended display, the hp envy 16 is a fantastic laptop for video editors. lenovo
ideacentre y560 works with windows 10. the y560 is designed for people who want a powerful

workstation that is also easy to use. the ideacentre y560 is equipped with an intel xeon processor and
discrete graphics card. you get comprehensive hardware support for the latest graphics cards, including
nvidia rtx a1 and a8 graphics. the lenovo ideapad y series is the first fully-featured ultrabook designed to
be a great mobile companion with plenty of connectivity options. it also offers a 4k display with optional
touch panel, a powerful intel® core™ i5 processor and optional 4g lte wireless modem. the ideapad y
series offers a rich and colorful display and comes equipped with an internal blu-ray™ disc drive for

enjoying movies, listening to music and taking multi-media files. it also comes equipped with the easy to
use onekey recovery software to quickly recover important files and documents in the event of a system

crash or hard drive failure.
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and it shows in the
benchmarks (like

cinebench r15 and
unigine heaven 4.0)
where it holds a nice

edge when compared to
its competitors, the

nvidia geforce go 7300
(67gflop) and the intel
uhd 620 (59gflop), but

not quite as good as the
newer gtx1050m (140
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gflop). in office
applications its very
similar to the older

g210m and does not
offer much

improvements. here is a
side-by-side of the

3dmark benchmarks with
the older gtx1050m

competing: overall the
performance of the 310m

is very similar to the
older g210m. while less

than 50% faster
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according to the
benchmarks, it was also

less than 25% slower
than the g 310m (geforce

go 7300) in one test,
which is pretty decent.

overall i was quite happy
with the performance of

the 310m and would
consider buying a system
with it. the point here is

the price, the 310m costs
more than a half of the g
210m and at this price
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the 310m is a very good
option, especially for

those that are looking for
a dedicated laptop

graphics card for editing
or rendering in 2d and

3d. i know that i am not
very happy to buy the
310m when there are

systems with the newer
gtx1050m out there, but

at this price i can find
better gaming laptops, or

at least laptops with
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better discrete graphics
options. for content

creators i would consider
it a good value. the

lenovo ideapad v460 is a
metal casedbusinessclass

notebook that comes
with a fingerprint reader,
usb portlocker and data
encryption to provide

security and ease of use
to small business user

who may not need all the
trappings of a thinkpad.
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the switchable graphics
give this business

notebook a bit more
power than you will find

on the thinkpad edge
notebooks. 5ec8ef588b
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